Commercial Wood Doors

Solid Core Wood Doors

We provide solid core, architectural grade flush wood doors and pre-finished wood doors for a variety of commercial and institutional applications, including office buildings, hotels, hospitals, medical centers, schools, apartment buildings and more.

Just like metal doors architectural wood doors are durable enough to withstand heavy and frequent use. And, wood doors provide an aesthetically pleasing appearance.

Wood doors of all sizes and types can be pre-machined to accommodate almost any hardware application; everything from lock cutouts, hinge pockets, electric access cardlocks, concealed vertical rods to lite and louver inserts.

- **Specifications:** 5 ply construction
- **Thickness:** 1-3/4”

Prefinished Wood Doors

We provide prefinished architectural grade wood doors that are built with traditional solid core construction components. Prefinished wood doors can be pre-machined to accommodate almost any hardware application.

- UV Technology cured system provides high quality and durability
- Eliminates the issues of a field finished door
- Nine standard colors available
- Supplied with 5-mil peelcoat protective film

ColledgeGuard Prestained Wood Doors

These finished doors offer a deeper and bolder grain branding process, for a unique and superior upscale appearance. This new technology is perfect for light commercial applications where a prefinished surface is desired, at an affordable cost.

- Door skins made from industrial grade HDF board
- Available in a variety of colors and grain variations
- Color coordinated pre-painted wood edges
- Available in a variety of fire ratings
Fire Rated Architectural Wood Doors

Architectural wood fire doors control the spread of fire and smoke for up to 1-1/2 hours (90 Minutes). Fire Rated wood doors are available in a variety of veneers, styles and sizes. Fire doors often are used on openings leading from corridors to offices, closets, storage rooms, stairwells, mechanical rooms or any other opening that penetrates a fire barrier wall.
• **Fire Rating:** 45, 60 or 90 Minute Rated (Warnock Hersey-WHI)
• **Specifications:** 5 Ply Construction

- **Thickness:** 1 3/4” Only
- **Core:** Gypsum Mineral
- **Temp Rise:** 30 Minutes, 250 Degrees Maximum

- **Stiles/Rails:** Laminated Composite to Wood, Specific to Rating

- **Fire doors are required to be self closing and positive latching.** Door frame and hardware must also carry the appropriate fire label.

Metal Doors must be used for Rating.